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AN APPEAL TO UMBRIA REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION FOR FINANCING THE THIRTEENTH 
EDITION OF TERNI INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF CONTEMPORARY CREATION

It was 2006. Together with the regeneration of a disused industrial space (the former Opificio
Siri, then become CAOS) Terni International Festival of Contemporary Creation was born.

12 editions, the latest in 2017. A steady growth, of national and international reputation, 
of audiences coming from all over Italy and beyond, quality of the proposal, thanks to the
collaboration with networks of festivals, partners and with foreign cultural institutes, thanks 
to dozens of volunteers and trainees from all over Italy, through a process that ignited 
the younger energies of the city.

The festival has been a continuous and collective experimentation for the citizens and the city.
An event that was capable to strengthen itself, without losing the original spirit of avant-garde, of 
discovery, of provocation and imagination. Involving hundreds of citizens in the construction of 
the cardboard citadel by Olivier Grossetéte, aggregating communities around the giant artificial
moon by Luke Jerram, making possible the utopia of a forest full of tree houses to which artists
and citizens can return to look at their city from above, in its complexity and beauty.

A festival made possible by a regional contribution (available since 2007) and by the ministerial
contribution to a theatre and dance festival (from 2008 to 2014). Forward-looking public
institutions recognised - hence financially supported - the public value of our proposal.

Today we are forced to suspend the 2018 edition of the festival, and to rethink its future,
even considering a definitive closure.

Let us explain why.
In 2015 we signed a three-year agreement with the Teatro Stabile dell’Umbria (TSU): we would
transfer to them the ownership of the FUS and regional contribution, historically assigned to
Terni Festivals, in return they would support us financially and operationally.
We did it not only to meet the new criteria of the MiBACT (which in that year established the
TRIC), but also to start a virtuous collaboration, capable of responding to the vocation of the
Umbrian territory, hybridising tradition and modernity, history and innovation.

This is was former director Franco Ruggieri wrote in the presentation of the 2015 edition: to
ensure that Terni Festival can continue to renew its experience, the Teatro Stabile dell’Umbria
this year will take care of the management, a shared and convinced choice because our theatre,
which has always been keen to support and promote innovation, can not fail at being the
guarantor of such a valuable asset.

In December 2017 (the expiry of the three-year agreement), the management of the TSU
decided not to recognise the Terni Festival as a strategic component of its business, and
not to be the guarantor of such a valuable asset anymore.

This choice compromised the possibility of planning the festival: we found ourselves, and we still
are now, without any funding and institutionally isolated, even more in a moment of profound
political transition for the city of Terni.

ANOTHER   THEATRE   IS   IMPOSSIBLE



Today we ask:
What would have happened if we had not signed the agreement with the TSU in 2015?
What should be the role of a regional cultural institution like the TSU towards other cultural
organisations in the area in which it operates?
Does it still make sense to “resist” on border areas to propose an innovative and contemporary
cultural offer?
What could be the future of culture in Terni? Who could be the supporters and what could be 
the resources, in a city that for too long has stopped discussing these issues publicly?
A city that has not stopped dreaming.
But that does it in private.
A city where a festival has also helped giving a public dimension to private dreaming.

As a first step, we are writing this open letter to the Umbria Region.
We ask the Region, which in 2006-2007 contributed to create the festival, to intervene with 
a funding that would allow the realisation of the thirteenth edition of the festival, despite the 
missing contribution from the TSU.
While we are still waiting for a new government vision for the city, we need to understand 
what are the thoughts of the regional government regarding the festival.
Terni deserves support, even and especially at this time of instability.
And supporting Terni Festival means supporting the work of many women and men committed 
in producing contemporary art, supporting a process of development that has led our region 
to be the centre of an important network of national and international collaborations, carrying 
the name of Terni into the most prestigious and avant-garde cultural and creative contexts, 
in Europe and in the world.

Defending Terni Festival means defending Terni. It means not stop asking for the moon.

To sign the letter please use this online form or send a support letter to info@ternifestival.it

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSciHLlKxcPmG39n2N7EVYaIwHLTuQOBaQoxkIFBfBOxM8KC8A/viewform

